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INTRODUCTION 

After marriage everyone wants to have a child.  If 

they have a child in time they are blessed.  Their 

horoscopes are very good without Dosham. But 

people don’t have a child will have to do Parihara 

pooja and Kuladeiva pooja will give them a child 

after a few years only. Karma will play in its roll 

even after performing the Parihara 

pooja some will never get a child. 

 

 

 

 

ABSTRACT 

There are 27 Starts, 12 Rasis and with Navagrahas. We are all born in any of these 27Stars, according to their 

destiny bestowed by the grace of God. “KARMA” cannot be Altered, but by doing PARIHARAMS at the right 

place at the right time and their KULADEIVA POOJA will give them good result and success for their Offerings 

and Prayers. Marriage also will not give happiness. If they does not have a child at the right time even if they have 

lot of money and wealth. Lord Jupiter is the Kharaha Planet for getting a child and also. The Lord of the 5th House 

is the main and the Subha Grahas in the 5th House and the vision of the Jupiter to 5th House with its Special Subha 

Parvai will get a blessed child. But some are blessed only after performing Parihara Pooja only. And for some, no 

matter how many “Pariharams” they do, they will never get a child. This arises because of their previous birth 

Karma/Curse only. 
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DEVELOPMENT 

Transgression and remedies that prevent the 

blessing of a child 

Examining the blessing of a child – remedies to 

be carried out 

The source of all the transgression is the positioning 

of the planets in the horoscope. 

These are all the outcomes of the past Karma. 

The secret of ‘Nava Graha’ rule for children, having 

treated their mothers and fathers. Badly in the 

previous birth, will be treated more badly by their 

own children in this present birth. 

Marriages will not be happy if the person does not 

have a child even though they may have lot of 

wealth.  Few are blessed with a child immediately 

after marriage, but some are blessed only 

After few years. Few are blessed after doing 

“parighara Pooja” and Kuladeiva Pooja. And for 

some, no matter how many “Pariharas they do, they 

never be get a child. 

“Karagha” JUPITER, the reason for the blessing of 

a child needs to culminate and the Lord of the fifth 

house should ascend, rule, in “Kendra”, Thrikona” 

positions to get the Blessing of a child. 

The severity not to be get a child is very high, if the 

Lord of the fifth house loses strength, Retrograde, 

positioned in enemies’ place, joins enemy planets 

and weakens in 6-8-12 places of ‘Janma Laghna’. If 

the Lord of the fifth house joins with the sun in 

combust and if ‘Karagha’- Jupiter is placed in the 

fifth house, will not be get a child. 

The blessing of a child is curtailed when the person 

swindles the property of others and misuses it. If 

this misdeed is done in the previous birth or in this 

birth, the consequence of getting a child is the same. 

The snatching the property of poor Brahmin, ill 

treating and harming him will affect the future 

generation. This also is the curse of not getting a 

child. 

Remedy for this is to perform ‘Guru Pooja’ and 

‘Brahmin Pooja’. Astrology Mantras Says, apart 

from worshiping ancestral Gods, come around a 

Peepal Tree to redeem yourself from curse of the 

Brahmin. 

In the villages cows are raised in every house. 

Those who keep it at home should not mistreat it. 

By not treating the cows properly, starving them 

with less food, beating mercilessly while milking 

them, causing intense pain to bulls by removing 

their testicles. All these cause the curse of not 

getting a child. Livestock trapped in river 

water/ponds should be protected andit’s considered 

a great sin to have fun without helping. Thus 

inhibiting offspring production. 

As a remedy cows should be donated. 

‘KomathaPooja’ should be performed and the cow 

should be worshiped. After soaking, give Grass, 

Agathi greens, Horse gram, Urod Dhal as food to 

the cow. Doing all this will reduce the curse of not 

getting a child and thereby leading to the blessing of 

one. Separation of cow and calf may also lead to the 

curse of not getting a child donating a cow and land 

will take away the curse. 

Harassing, beating, intimidating, injuring children 

will lead to the curse of not having a child.  It is a 

great sin to leave children without food.  This could 

also lead to ‘Puthira Dosham’. 

As a remedial measure, but and donate ‘Arapachchi 

toys’. ‘Chozhi toys’ to children. Taking a holy bath 

in the SethuSamudra in Rameshwaram can get rid 

of ‘Doshams’ and get auspicious results. 

Reading/listening to epic Puranaslike Ramayana 

and Mahabharata will help you to get rid of this 

misfortune and attain motherhood. Doing aims and 

donating clothings to the poor and needy will 

reduce the negatives of thecurse and bringgood 

fortune. 

Failing to repay the loan can result in the curse of 

not having a child. Even if we cheat on loan 

repayment in the previous birth, the same person 

will be born to us as a child in this birth and will 

acquire the loan in 12 years and die. 

Cheating others too causes failure to get a child. To 

get rid of this curse, make silver or gold sacred 

thread and donate it to a Brahmin on a full moon 

day. This will away the curse and will be followed 

by good blessings.  It also makes the baby live 

longer. 
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Harassing mother and father, scolding them with 

inappropriate words, misbehaving beating and 

torturing them causes severe misfortune. 

In return for this, donate a silver ‘Santhan Gopala 

Krishna’ idol to a couple having recently given 

birth. Those having the ability can also donate a 

golden idol of Krishna. 

The curse of not having a child is also due to 

hurting the teacher. Swearing with inappropriate 

words and behaving in a way that offends. 

Performing Guru Pooja on Thursdays is a remedy 

for these misdeeds. By performing foot worship on 

priests, giving aims, and giving the ‘Guru 

Dakshanas ‘with ‘Tambulam’ and receiving their 

blessings, one can get rod pf the curse and attain 

‘Santhana Prapthi’.   

 

‘PUTHIRA DOSHAM’ AND’PARIGHARAS’ 

CAUSED BY NAVAGRAHAS 

If the Sun is situated in the position of the fifth 

house (Puthira Sthanam) in the horoscope, it leads 

to ‘Puthira Dosham’. The best remedy for this is to 

perform ‘Suriya Namaskar’. Fasting on Sundays 

and performing regular ‘Poojas’ for the divine 

deities such as Peepal Tree and Banyan Tree will 

drive away the curse and will be blessed with a 

child. 

To get rid of the ‘Puthria Dosham’ caused by the 

waning of the moon, get blessings by offering food, 

clothes and money with ‘Tamboolam’ to a Brahmin 

on ‘Dhuvatsi Tithi’. Perform anointing ritual to 

Goddess Durga and perform ‘Ganapati Homam’. 

The negativity caused by the moon is relieved and 

child birth occurs. 

For the ‘Dosham’ (curse) caused by Mars, 

worshiping Lord  Murugan and giving aims to the  

devotees of Lord Murugan is the best remedy. 

Worshipping Lord Tiruchendur Murugan, taking 

‘Kavadi’ and going on ‘Patjayathira’ is another 

remedy. Another good remedy is to donate a silver 

spear, silver cradle and perform ‘Sashti Viradham’. 

Through this the curse is broken and will be blessed 

with a son. 

The bad fortune caused due to Mercury, even if 

Mercury loses its strength, even if it is associated 

with the enemy, will be solved by offering 

‘Vasthiram’ to ‘Lord Budhan’. Lighting the ghee 

lamp and anointing. Going to places like 

Guruvayur, Tirupati, Sri Rangam and worshiping is 

also a good remedy. Thus the child will be blessed. 

The presence of ‘Karaghar’. Jupiter in the fifth 

house will cause severe curse. To overcome this, 

perform fasting on Thursdays, worship of ‘Guru 

Dakshinamoorthy’. Perform pooja at Alangudi Guru 

Temple and worship at ‘Thittai Raja Guru’ Temple 

since Thiruchendur Murgan stands as a Guru in the 

form of a spear, praying and getting blessings from 

him is also a good remedy. These will take away the 

curse caused due to Jupiter and will enable them to 

get the blessing of a child. 

To reduce the ‘Dosham’ caused by Venus, the 

worship of Goddess Durga should be done by 

performimg lamp ‘Pooja’, Give Sari, Blouse 

Turmeric, Saffron and ‘Tambulam’. Asa result, it is 

possible to overcomethe problem of not having a 

child. 

For the damage caused by Saturn - feed cows on 

Saturdays, Dress Saturn with Black cloths, offer 

Sesame rice and worship Lord Saturn. 

Consequently, the curse caused by Saturn is 

removed, resulting in Child birth. 

If the Lord ‘Raghu’ is situated in the 5th House, 

‘Puthira Dosham’ happens due to ‘Nagadosha’. 

Remedy for this is dedicating serpent Shanthi and 

serpent. Place a inter twined serpent idol on a 

plotform at the foot of Peepal and Neem trees 

braced together. Consecrate this serpant idol at 

Amman Temples.  Also worship Goddess of 

‘Raghu’. One can get rid of the ‘Serpent Dosham’, 

by worshiping the deities like Lord Shiva, Ganesha, 

Muruga and Sriman Narayana who are along with 

the serpant, Reading ‘SARPA KAVASAM’, and by 

anointing pooja. You can also get rid of ‘Naga 

Dosha’ by performing ‘Palabhishekam’ to Sri 

Naganatha Swamy at Thirunageeswaram in 

Kumbakonam. Perform ‘Naga Dosha Parihara 

Pooja’ to obtain remedy from 

‘Naga Dosha’ at Sri Kalahasthi Nathar’, which is a 

place of ‘Vayu’. This temple is considered as the 
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most effective place for Pariharam from ‘Naga 

Dosham. 

To add, perform ‘Palabhishegam’ and ‘Pariharam’ 

at ‘Thirupambaram’ Temple in Tanjoreto be blessed 

with a child. 

‘Dhosham’ caused by Kethu – If Kethu is situated 

in the 5th house, it Causes severe ‘Puthira Dosham’, 

‘Chithra Gupta’ is the Goddess for Kethu. So, Go to 

the Chithra Gupta Temple in Kancheepuram. Buy 

and give Pooja items, along with 200grams of 

Urhad Dhal, Horse Gram, and One Meter of multi 

colour cloth to Perform ‘Archana’. Collect and soak 

the Urhad Dhal, Horse Gram overnight and give to 

a Cow that has a calf. It is good to give ‘Agathi 

Greens’ along with it. It is more special to give it on 

Thursday. 

Doing these will give you a chance to get away 

from the negative caused by ‘Kethu Bhagavan’. 

Enabling the blessing of a child. 

‘Naga Dosham’ can be removed and be blessed 

with a child, if you worship Ganesha by lighting a 

ghee lamp, worshipping ‘KarpagaVinayagar’. 

Dedicate five – headed serpent idol which is 

‘Kethu’, place or give ‘Raaghu - Kethu’ idol to 

temples and at the foot of Peepal Tree and Neem 

Tree situated near a pond.  It is very good to do 

these with help of ‘Pojaaris’.   

If a person is afflicted with ‘Sarpa Dosham’. 

‘Kalasarpa Dosham’, he should drink the 

‘Abhishega Theertham’ made out of rose water, raw 

camphor for ‘Sri Thiru Kalahastiswarar’, three 

times a day, for 12 days. The negatives caused by 

Raaghu - Kethu will go away and soon will be 

blessed with a child. 

 

REMEDY TEMPLES TO VISIT FOR THE 

BLESNG OF A CHLD 

If you worship ‘Garba Raksambikai’ with 

‘Mullaivana Nathar’ in Thirukarukavur near 

Thanjavur, you will get the blessing of the child by 

the goddess ‘Arutkadatsam’. Oil is given as a 

‘Prasatham’ in this temple. It is believed that if 

pregnant womenapply this oil on their abdomen, if 

will lead to a safe delivery. It is a place where the 

barrier to child blessing is removed. Those having 

more frequent miscarriages should pray to ‘Ambal’. 

Consume cow ghee and castor oil offered here at 

the temple. Praying and eating like this, will lead to 

‘Puthira Bagyam’ (Blessing of a child). 

Lord Navaneetha Krishna’ is placed and dedicated 

on a swing made of black stone that is found 

nowhere else in the world at Sri Dhanwantari 

Arogya Peedum’. Here, in the month of ‘Masi’. Sri 

Krishna Homam, Raja Gopala Homam, Santhana 

Gopala Krishna Homam and offering butter on the 

deity are carried out. Worshipping Lord Sri 

Navaneetha Krishna here will give the blessing of a 

child. 

Worshipping at Santhanam Raman Temple in 

Kumbakonam, on the Mannargudi road, near the 

Needa Mangalam bus stand is a blessing to get a 

child. Every month on the day of ‘Punarpoosam’ 

special anointing are carried out, worshiping ’Lord 

Rama’ during that time will lead to  the breaking of  

the curse of not bearing a child and be blessed with 

one. 

 

CONCLUSION 

In this informative Article of Researcher view that 

Pariharams to be performed at the right places and 

also performance of their Kuladeivatha Pooja will 

give them good result and will get a Child soon. 

To overcome their Curse/Karma they may follow 

this Researcher Article and perform such remedial 

Pariharams to overcome their difficulties for the 

positive results to get a Child. 
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